The development and application of the intelligent stereoscopic warehouse, especially the production warehouse in the industrial field, can realize the orderly scheduling of production materials, and achieve a flexible and diverse production model, and also reduce the cost of production. In this paper, we use a design of Foshan foundry sand core warehouse management system as an example to realize an intelligent stereoscopic warehouse management system for industrial production, which can help operating personnel manage the production plan flexibly, realize the law of the enterprise production, and issue a task. We solve the optimal storage strategy space combined with a lot of factors, such as we analyze the characteristics and efficiency of this warehouse, to optimize the storage space allocation strategy, and establish the optimization model of storage location. Finally, we get the reasonable scheduling model of multi device, multi address and multi task, to ensure the orderly handling of materials between production line and location, and reduce the cost of production and improve production efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Enterprise's Warehouse Management has always three problems about the waste of resources (the waste of human resource, the waste of material resource, the waste of money). In the initial stage of management mode, since there is frequent for placing materials in and releasing them from storage, sending and receiving large number of documents, warehouse operators who always working overtime, and so on. It is easy to lead to data disorder, and production and management difficult. Nowadays, with the emergence of intelligent warehouse system, the staff can use warehouse management system (WMS) to establish contact with enterprise upper data, for example Enterprise Resource Planning System, and notably raise the managerial efficiency.
By using WMS, enterprises can guarantee lower production cost for continuous production, and reduce the time of material storage and waiting, so that have more time for processing materials and producing, in the process of production [1] . Guang Dong FuWa was founded in 1997. As a transnational company, It is composed of 2 container ports and 10 manufacturing factories which are focusing on development, manufacturing and sales of chassis components for on-road vehicles. Most of the main products possess self-owned intellectual property rights, which covers semitrailer axles, landing gears, suspensions, fifth wheels, kingpins, friction material, slack adjusters, chambers, steering front axles, single reduction & hub reduction drive axles etc. It has become the largest production base of semi-trailer axles and other components in the world. FuWa's warehouse management system of sand core is an important decision that leaders of the company made, according to the needs of the company's rapid development.
SYSTEMANALYSIS

Warehouse structure and production process analysis
In this paper, The example of what we will be doing is FuWa warehouse management system (FuWa WMS). The length of the warehouse is 26 meters, the width is 22 meters, and the height is 10.2 meters, and the laneway is five. The whole warehouse is comprise of luggage carrier, stacker, rail guide vehicle system, the system of conveying, electrical control system and Warehouse Control System, and so on, of course, all of the designs mainly is for conveying and storing primary materials and products.
In the process of storage, the sand core was placed by a robot into the transmission channel, the primary material will choose its direction according to the order of WMS after the sand core briquetting, and we will optimize the path of stacker and rail guide vehicle by modeling, to achieve reasonable fast scheduling [2] . When the molded product was back to the warehouse, we choose the best goods allocation by our modeling, to save energy. In addition, through the communication of windlass and scheduling algorithm, the system is efficient, when the empty trays is back by the basal layer of overlapping roller conveyer. Since all over the process, only one rail guide vehicle is used, we propose a multi-address multi-tasking scheduling solution [3] , to ensure primary materials and production is highefficiency storing and the equipment is high-efficiency working.
Function Requirement
The main function of the system is the dynamic scheduling of production line and warehousing management. A complete list of functions is shown in 
System Structure
In this paper, Integrated Logistics Management System WMS is a Windowsbased system, and achieving aB/S (Browser/Server) model of software systems in one networked environment. The aim is to integrate the management, coordinate and schedule related logistics, and communicate with the upper software systems to exchange information, executive instruction and deal with feedback.
WMS is a major module for the system, and its main task is to integrate various functional modules with the core system together. In the warehouse, the actual subsystems include WMS and warehouse control system (WCS) which is the scheduling system, and monitoring and control systems. This paper will mainly describes the scheduling and management subsystem. Figures 1and 2 is the system topology map and the relationship of WMS and WCS. 
SYSTEM DESIGN Business Logic and Function Design
WMS is including the following eight modules: Login and Logout, basic data management, business management, user information management, task management, data maintenance, report management and auto alarm when has exception.
Basic data management, includes goods allocation information, materials information, units of measurement, materials attribute and other basic data, and some of the underlying data tables can be maintained directly, but about the warehouse itself information such as goods allocation information only open to administrator.
After task creating and issue, the staff members can easily achieve job ,through the system of tasks Management, operations can schedule jobs, including revocation for the performing job, and so on. The functions in this subsystem ensure the controllability of job tasks, and to avoid data system disorder which caused by equipment failure.
The scheduling subsystem, includes task scheduling, task tracking, equipment management, equipment monitoring, device configuration module, and its functional is described in Figure 3 . The transaction of scheduling system includes the following elements: Device Communication Management: Collect data about running status in real time, to display, and to provide data for the automated job scheduling and job processing, and to send automatic or manual operation instruction data to the device.
Automatic task scheduling: According to the task and equipment status, to schedule tasks automatically.
Data interfaces with external systems: Provide an open data connection, and provide data to external systems.
OPC
OPC (OLE for Process Control) is an industry standard. OPC standard set includes a set of interfaces, properties and methods for process control and manufacturing automation systems.
OPC server supports two access interfaces: 1. Automation interface and 2.Custom interface. Today, OPC has become the default program in industry systems [4] . This system will use OPC communications technology and multi-threaded data exchange mechanism, to realize the communication of scheduling subsystem and the PLC system.
Optimization Strategy
The main role of production warehouse is to achieve automation and facilitation in the process of production. The production ware house which is established, can provide job priority management, develop a reasonable production plan, and use optimization algorithms for location assignment, to schedule stackers and shuttle for improving the production and storage efficiently.
STORAGE LOCATION ASSIGNMENT
The warehouse has 10 rows, each row has six verticals and 10layers, the specification of the goods allocation is d = 240cm, width l = 80cm, height h = 60cm, stacker's horizontal speed is vx = 1 m/s, vy = 1 m/s, vertical speed is vz = 0.5 m/s. Currently the types of goods are 10, jobs' probability is equal and every goods has the same quality, 200kg, and the number of goods allocation is 600.
Reasonable storage policy is a fundamental principle of warehouses and regional planning, and we will combine the principle of distribution in order to develop practical mode of operation. The basic principles of the three-dimensional distribution of is as follows [5] : a) Method of lowering the center of gravity of rocks. When storing the goods, the cargo should be stored below heavy objects, and the height of the cargo space store lighter objects. b) FIFO (first in first out). When the same kind of goods is out of the warehouse, the first storage of goods, should be out of the warehouse in advance to speed up the flow of goods and avoid the emergence of long-term backlog of cargo leaving corrosion, deformation and other damage.
c) The nearby principle. When cargo store, in general, it should be placed in the nearest goods allocation, when out, the nearest goods will be out [6] . This paper will be based on the above basic principles of low power consumption, an optimization model for the storage location assignment in the multi-aisle warehouse wasestablished [7] .
The total number of goods is S, the shelf rows is n, the number of columns is p, the number of layers of q, and x, y, z , describe respectively, the shelf row, column, layer, and 1 <x <n , 1 <y <p, 1 <z <q. And the warehouse cargo length is represented by l, the height is h, and the closest row is referred to the first row, the nearest roadway is the first column, the bottom shelf is the first layer, and the location located at x row, y column, z layer should be represented by A(x, y, z). The value of COI isIk (K=1，2，…，S), and its calculation formula is (1): (1) In (1), Ik represents the value of COI which the goods is k; Ck represents storage capacity of k; fk represents the frequency that out of the warehouse (There we set the frequency equably); mk represents the weight of the goods.
In order to make the goods placed in the low energy consumption of the cargo space, and a small Ik goods. It is described by the formula (2):
We suppose that the stackers are uniform motion in the X, Y and Z directions respectively, and the speed is vx, vy, vz, then optimization mathematical model of storage is as (3):
ForT max l y /vy，h z 1 /vzaxyz= 0or 1, when axyz= 0, the goods allocation of (x, y, z) is without any cargo, and when axyz= 1, it is on the contrary. In order to make the shelf stable, its mathematical representation is such as (4), (5):
Therein to, G 、G and G represent the goods weight which is in the vertical center of the shelf, the center of the level and (x, y, z). Formula (4) is to make the vertical center of shelf near the bottom of shelf. And the purpose of the formula (5) is to make the center of the horizontal shelf horizontal axis close to the center. Make sure to keep the shelf stable and the objective function can be described as:
Since the horizontal and vertical stability of shelf is extremely important, so the coefficients of horizontal and vertical directions are set as 0.5.
In order to achieve the desired results, we use the formula (2), (3), (6) as the goods allocation constraints.
In conclusion, it's a multiobjective optimization problem for storage policy. In dealing with multi-objective optimization problem, the key is obtained by solving the set of Pareto optimal solutions. Then on-dominated sorting genetic algorithm II (NSGA-Ⅱ) is running faster, and has better convergence compared with other algorithms [8] . This article will use the algorithm to achieve dynamically allocates cargo. Depending on the greater quality and the operating efficiency of the goods on the possibility of the greater distance from the entrance of the principles of the more recent cargo, our NSGA-II algorithm has a good effect.
THE OPTIMIZATION STRATEGIES OF TASKS AND RGV
We propose the optimization scheduling algorithm of RGV, according to the characteristics of the warehouse and the nearby principle to improve the storage efficiency and reduce the empty-loading ratio of stacker. The priority control of task is a control method based on the nearest algorithm. In the system, real-time requirements of each job is different, so it is important to set the priority of logistics management.
The algorithm process is as follows:
Step1.Set the RGV's current location as J, and randomly select higher priority pre-N (N <= 10) works that make J as a starting point as the first queue. And if N> 1, go to Step2, if N = 1, go toStep3, if N = 0, go to Step7;
Step2.According to the nearest principle, respectively select the task that is close to the place of RGV, go to Step4; Step3. Execute current task, go to Step1; Step4.Select the task from the remaining N-1 of tasks that its starting place is Mi, go to Step5;
Step5. Take the task from Step4 which its path is shortest as the sub queue, and randomly select the better path from the first queue and sub queue as the combined task, go to Step6;
Step 6.Execute the combined task, go to Step1; Step7. If RGV is no job currently, sleep. Else, go to Step1.
The Design Model of Important Process
EMPTY TRAY GET THE SAND CORE
Before the system starts production, upper management system schedule empty tray to the robot palletizing station by pallet conveyor (When empty tray get out of the warehouse and is put on RGV, the barcode scanner will scan the barcode of empty tray to choose which direction the empty tray go to). After the empty tray arrive the right place, we will locate the tray by the positioning system and send the position information to robot system. And when receive the robot signal to start palletizing, the information will inform the WMS system. WMS will tied the information system to the tray. The whole algorithm is as follows:
Step1.WMS issue the production tasks, go to Step2; Step2. Stacker receives the task information, and the empty was placed on platform, then the RGV get the instruct, if the RGV is idle, empty tray will be put on RGV, and RGV will go to the beginning of the conveyor where can go to palletizing robot station, and go to Step4, otherwise go to Step3;
Step3.According to the task queue information, RGV will select the best destination, and go to Step4;
Step4.RGV scan the barcode of tray, and read binding information, to decide where the tray is going, go to Step5; If there is no information, RGV give the error information, and go to Step8.
Step5.Empty tray is put into the production line, and will arrive at robot palletizing station, go to Step6;
Step6. Robot start palletizing product and give the information to in WMS, go to Step7;
Step7.WMS tie the information of sand core with an empty tray and send the core to molding machine, go to Step9;
Step8.Send the tray to be operated manually, go to Step3.
Step9. End.
AFTER GETTING SAND CORE MOLDING
When tray is out of the furnace, will be put on RGV. And the RGV will scan the barcode to select the destination for a, or b, or c. a) Tray will be stored into warehouse; b) Tray will be put into sand molding directly ; c) The sand core in warehouse is sent to Sand molding The whole algorithm is as follows:
Step1. Sand core is out of the furnace through a conveyor, go to Step2; Step2.RGV receive the information of outlet, go to Step4, otherwise go to Step3;
Step3.RGV will select the best destination, according to the task queue information and the type of task, and go to Step4;
Step4.RGV scan the barcode, and judge where the tray is going according to the bar code information, if the product type is warehousing, and bar code is correct, go to Step5; If it is out of warehouse, but need to recode all the relevant forms, then go to step7, otherwise, get back the error information, and go to Step8.
Step5.RGV deliver the tray to the conveyor, and call stacker to take it, then go to Step6;
Step6.WMS receive storage completion information, and update inventory, go to Step9;
Step7.WMS update the tray information, go to Step8; Step8. If empty tray automatically return to the warehouse, go to the process of which empty Tray will be stored into warehouse.
SYSTEM REALIZATION
Warehouse Management System
WMS use. Net applications on B/S structure, and will use SQL Server database, to achieve the MVC framework, including presentation layer, business logic layer, and Data Access Object(DAO).
Presentation Layer: This project is mainly in the form of Web pages as the presentation layer, which provides the user interface for receiving user requests and returning response data.
Business Logic Layer: The main business is to rearrange and combine the data obtained from data layer, to gain the relevant data in the form of current business.
Data Access Object: access to the database directly, and obtain the corresponding data. In a word, DAO not only has the capability of accessing database, but also can operate and define the database, for example, setting up database, table, field and index.
Scheduling System
Scheduling subsystem is realized in the form of C/S structure, it can be scheduled to work after the program starts, and use the multi-threading technology, to divide thread management according to business needs.
Scheduling subsystem integrate stacker scheduling, conveyor and lifts, RGV dispatch into one module. And the whole module is respectively programmed by Delphi language.
CONCLUSION
In recent years, China has built a number of automated warehouse. With the development of hardware and software, the application of automated warehouse is more and more field, automated warehouse is called intelligent warehouse now. Foshan sand core intelligent warehouse is a new intellectualized warehouse, and it achieve many kinds of sand core to store, become an integral part of foundry. This project improve the automation of enterprise and get high evaluation from customers. The strategy pattern we use can provide a reference for other enterprises. And we believe that high-speed, high-efficiency, and high-reliability intellectualized warehouse system will become the best solution to store.
